Injeanous Lace Lesson
Materials
Water Soluble Stabilizer
Needle to match fabric type
Embroidery Thread
This is by far the easiest lace you will stitch out. It’s so easy, it’s done in 3
steps. It stitches directly onto your fabric or clothing so there isn’t any extra
sewing needed like the lace appliques.

Pair of sharp pointed
scissors

Are you ready to turn that ordinary piece of clothing into something fantastic?
Ready, Steady, Stitch!!!!
Method.
First print out your embroidery design in your embroidery software. You will
need this print out to position your design on your clothing. Cut the design out
of the printout and position on your clothing. Mark the centre of the design as
well as the top, bottom and side centres.
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Now hoop up two layers of water soluble and the clothing piece or fabric. Make sure the fabric / clothing is
straight when positioned in the hoop. I use the plastic grids that came with my hoop for this. When your
happy with the position, tighten the screw and your ready to start. I used one color throughout the design
but you can use any colors you choose.
I use an embroidery needle on my machine for this No.75 / 11 130/705 H-E
If you are working on fine fabric be sure to use a needle for fine fabrics such as a microtex sharp needle.
Stitch the first color of the design. Remove the hoop from the machine and trim away the fabric from inside
the stitched areas. These are going to make the lace pieces. Use a pair of sharp scissors for this.
Lastly, stitch the rest of the design. It’s that easy!!!! When the design is complete, wash out the water solluble
stabilizer.
Adding lace to clothing or other items couldn’t be easier!!!
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